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Ramen Noodles Supplanting Cigarettes as Currency Among Prisoners 
 
SEATTLE — Ramen noodles are supplanting the once popular cigarettes as a form of currency among 
state prisoners, but not in response to bans on tobacco products within prison systems, finds a new 
study.  
 
Instead, study author Michael Gibson-Light, a doctoral candidate in the University of Arizona School of 
Sociology, found that inmates are trying to figure out ways to better feed themselves as certain prison 
services are being defunded.  
 
The rise of ramen as currency in prison signals “punitive frugality,” indicating that the burden and cost of 
care is shifting away from prison systems and onto prisoners and their support networks, said Gibson-
Light, who will present his research at the 111th Annual Meeting of the American Sociological Association 
(ASA).  
 
“Punitive frugality is not a formal prison policy, but rather an observable trend in prison administration 
practice in institutions throughout the country,” Gibson-Light said.   
 
“Throughout the nation, we can observe prison cost-cutting and cost-shifting as well as changes in the 
informal economic practices of inmates,” he said. “Services are cut back and many costs are passed on 
to inmates in an effort to respond to calls to remain both tough on crime and cost effective.”  
 
The research Gibson-Light will present is part of a larger project investigating the lives of inmate laborers 
in a male state prison in the U.S. Sunbelt. During his 12-month investigation from May 2015 to May 2016, 
Gibson-Light conducted interviews with nearly 60 inmates and prison staff members, and also observed 
prisoners involved in work. Ultimately, he began to study monetary practices among inmates, and how 
such men were responding to declining services.  
 
The U.S. Bureau of Prisons reported that states spent about $48.5 billion on corrections in 2010, marking 
a 5.6 percent decline compared with 2009, and that — dating back to 1982 — per capita state corrections 
expenditures have not kept pace with the number of inmates.  
 
“Prison staff members as well as members of the inmate population provided narratives of the history of 
changes in prison food — the past few decades have seen steady decreases in the quality and quantity 
of inmate food,” Gibson-Light said. 
 
“Prisoners are so unhappy with the quality and quantity of prison food that they receive that they have 
begun relying on ramen noodles — a cheap, durable food product — as a form of money in the 
underground economy,” he said. “Because it is cheap, tasty, and rich in calories, ramen has become so 
valuable that it is used to exchange for other goods.”  
 
Those other goods include other food items, clothing, hygiene products, and even services, such as 
laundry and bunk cleaning, Gibson-Light said. Others use ramen noodles as bargaining chips in gambling 
when playing card games or participating in football pools, he said.  
 
And ramen noodles are not merely replacing cigarettes. Gibson-Light said the same is happening with 
noodles replacing stamps and envelopes as forms of in-demand currency.  
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Gibson-Light believes it is important to highlight the clear connection between prison practices and the 
daily lives of inmates and their support networks.  
 
Although Gibson-Light’s findings are related to his study at one prison, he points to other investigations 
indicating that the trend toward using ramen noodles for exchanges is evident in prisons that have not 
banned tobacco use.  
 
“What we are seeing is a collective response — across inmate populations and security levels, across 
prison cliques and racial groups, and even across states — to changes and cutbacks in prison food 
services,” he said.  
 
Gibson-Light called for a deeper study of prison food services, and what implications the decline in 
support could mean for the quality of care for prisoners.  
 
“The form of money is not something that changes often or easily, even in the prison underground 
economy; it takes a major issue or shock to initiate such a change,” he said. “The use of cigarettes as 
money in U.S. prisons happened in American Civil War military prisons and likely far earlier. The fact that 
this practice has suddenly changed has potentially serious implications.”   
 

### 
 
About the American Sociological Association 
The American Sociological Association (www.asanet.org), founded in 1905, is a non-profit membership 
association dedicated to serving sociologists in their work, advancing sociology as a science and 
profession, and promoting the contributions to and use of sociology by society. 

The paper, “Must Work for Food: The Politics of Nutrition and Informal Economy in an American Prison,” 
will be presented on Monday, Aug. 22, at 8:30 a.m. PDT in Seattle at the American Sociological 
Association’s 111th Annual Meeting. 

To obtain a copy of the paper; for assistance reaching the study’s author(s); or for more information on 
other ASA presentations, members of the media can contact Daniel Fowler, ASA Media Relations 
Manager, at (202) 527-7885 or pubinfo@asanet.org. During the Annual Meeting (Aug. 20-23), ASA Public 
Information Office staff can be reached in the on-site press office, located in Room 601 of the Washington 
State Convention Center, at (206) 219-4513 or (914) 450-4557 (cell).  

La Monica Everett-Haynes, Senior Communications Manager, University of Arizona, wrote this press 
release. For more information about the study, members of the media can also contact Everett-Haynes at 
(520) 626-4405 or leverett@email.arizona.edu.  

Papers presented at the ASA Annual Meeting are typically working papers that have not yet been 
published in peer-reviewed journals.  
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